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MRFF CENSURES
POMPEO's UNCONSTITUTIONAL
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP SPEECH
(See Times of Israel Article about Pompeo's speech
below Mikey Weinstein's statement)

MRFF Founder & President Mikey Weinstein's
Statement Condemning Secretary of State Pompeo's
Christian Leadership Speech of 10/11/19
Monday, October 14th, 2019
"Ladies and Gentlemen, we are witnessing a
genuine rape of the United States Constitution!
The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF)
decries the blatant violation of Constitutionallymandated church state separation represented by
the despicable placing of Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo‘s “Being a Christian Leader“ sermon,
delivered to the American Association of Christian
Counselors just this past Friday, October 11, 2019, on the main
website of OUR United States Department of State's homepage for
the ENTIRE WORLD to see.
This disgusting and repulsive prima facie example of fundamentalist
Christian extremism, bullying, supremacy, domination, harassment
and exceptionalism is JUST as illegal as the aforementioned rape or a
first degree murder or a deadly and violent bank robbery.
Pompeo, a West Point graduate claiming to have been brought into
an "intentional" relationship with Jesus Christ by more senior cadets
during his time at the U.S. Military Academy (West Point), is
purposefully setting a fatally dangerous example for the rest of our
Federal government, especially the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) , the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and our 17 U.S.
intelligence agencies. MRFF now has nearly 66,000 DoD, Intelligence
Agency and VA clients it represents in fighting such base, evil and vile
fundamentalist Christian terrorism; about 95% of them practicing
Christians themselves.
Pompeo should be immediately forced to resign in disgrace, and any
of those monstrosities who support him should suffer the exact same
ignominious fate."

Michael L. "Mikey" Weinstein
Founder and President of
The Military Religious Freedom Foundation

TIMES OF ISRAEL
COVERS POMPEO's SPEECH
‘My walk with Christ’: Pompeo Gives Contentious
Speech on Being Christian leader
By: Eric Cortellessa
Saturday, October 12, 2019
(Excerpts from the Times of Israel/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

WASHINGTON — In his official capacity as America’s top diplomat, US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered a speech on Friday on “what
it means to be a Christian leader” during a State Department event,
prompting criticism that he crossed the line denoting the separation of
church and state.
Addressing the American Association of Christian Counselors in Nashville,
Tennessee, Pompeo emphasized what he deemed the main components of
Christian leadership.
"I want to use my time today to think about what it means to be a Christian
leader, a Christian leader in three areas,' he said. 'First is disposition. How is
it that one carries oneself in the world? The second is dialogue, talking. How
is it that we engage with others around the world? And third is decisions,
decisions that we make."
[…]
Like a lot of people – and you don’t have to admit it today – but like a lot of
people, I grew up going to church but with a relationship with God that
wasn’t especially important for me, because I was destined to be in the
NBA. (Laughter.) But as I grew older, when I started my time at the United
States Military Academy, there were two young men – they were in the
class ahead of me – who invited me to a Bible study. They were very
intentional to me in explaining God’s Word. And after some study and
discipleship with them, they helped me begin my walk with Christ.
[…]
Click to Read Article

4/12/18 - U.S. Senator Cites Mikey/MRFF By Name
While Questioning Mike Pompeo In
Live Capitol Hill Nomination Hearing!

Click here to watch 3-minute segment including necessary context
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